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The King James Version – 1611
Lecture 24

History and Overview
History of the English Bible to the KJV
n	Jerome’s Latin _______________served as the official version of the RCC for almost 1000 years
n	Only a few English translations of the Bible were attempted prior to the 14th century
n	Venerable_____________, an English monk, translated portions of the Vulgate into English in the 8th century, but no copies exist today.
John Wycliffe (14th century reformer and English Priest)
n	is responsible for the first ____________translation of the Bible into ___________
n	He believed the Bible belonged in the hands of the English speaking people
Wycliffe
n	After his death in_____________, his followers complete the translation of the ___________into English
n	The Wycliffe Bible was condemned in_____________.
The Motivation behind the Condemnation
n	was a _____________that erroneous interpretations might arise if the Bible became available for the public.
n	The _____________banned all such translations into the common languages.
The Invention of the Printing Press
n	in ____________by Johannes Gutenberg resulted in the spread of translations across ________________
Martin Luther,
n	the great reformer, published a German version in ____________
n	He translated from the Greek, Hebrew and ______________texts
William Tyndale
n	followed Luther’s lead in __________with an ____________version of the NT translated from the ____________text and 
n	greatly influenced by Luther’s German translation
Tyndale
n	was a graduate of  Oxford and a tutor to the family of an English noble
n	He has been called the “Father of the English Bible”
Tyndale
n	fled to Germany to publish his NT when it became clear that the church in England would not allow an English translation
n	Later he added the _________________and Jonah to his English translation
Tyndale
n	In ____________he was arrested near Brussels, convicted of ___________for ignoring the prohibitions against common language translations.
Tyndale
n	after his death other portions of the __________were published by his followers
n	Nearly every English translation for the next ___________years borrowed extensively from Tyndale’s work,
n	including the King ______________Version of 1611
16 and 17th Century Background
n	In England there was a political battle of the throne between the _______________monarch’s and the _______________monarchs.
n	Whoever had the power, the opposite group of Christians fled to Europe
n	Both groups undertook new translations of the Bible in order to protect the faithful from __________________interpretations by the other group
16 and 17th Century Theological Background
n	_____________theology was introduced from Europe by dissenters who had fled to Calvin’s Geneva to escape Catholic persecution
n	________________were often divided over this theology.
n	Many were suspicious of any translation that had __________________notes relying on Calvin’s theology (some had them; others didn’t)
Coverdale Bible (1535)
n	Myles Coverdale was a student of ________________
n	He published an English translation of the Latin Vulgate and Luther’s German Bible in _______
n	It received a royal license from King Henry ___________and was
n	widely spread across England
Matthew’s Bible (1537)
n	John____________, another of Tyndale’s followers, published Matthew’s Bible in_________, using the pseudonym of Thomas ________________
n	This translation was essentially Tyndale’s with the addition of the __________books that had been left untranslated by Tyndale’s untimely death
Great Bible (1539)
n	Concern over the heavily flavored Protestant Bibles of _______________and Matthew’s led Thomas_________________, archbishop of Canterbury, to produce a new translation
n	Myles Coverdale revised Matthew’s Bible in ____________and republished it as “The _____________Bible”
n	Copies were placed in every church in England
Geneva Bible (1560)
n	The Geneva Bible was translated by William _____________________and published in Geneva in 1560.
n	It was very popular in Elizabethean England because of its obvious Protestant leanings
n	This is a revision of the ________________Bible and translated from the original languages
The Bishop’s Bible (1568)
n	was published in ______________by those leaders of the Church of England who could not tolerate the intense Calvinistic leanings of the _______________Bible.
Douay-Rheims Bible (1609)
n	An English Catholic Bible translated by English Catholic exiles in France during the reign of Queen __________________I
n	Gregory ________________completed the complete translation of the Vulgate.
n	He first published the NT  in 1582 at Rheims and the OT in 1609-1610 at Douay.
Revised by Richard Challoner
n	In_____________, this Bible served as the official RCC Bible until Ronald ______________made a 2nd Catholic translation in the 1940’s.
King James Bible (1611)
n	Dissatisfied with the heavy Calvinistic leanings of the Geneva Bible lasted well into the ___________century England.
n	In 1604 Puritan clergymen convinced King ___________I of the need for a new translation that would be free of interpretive notes.
James I,
n	himself, had voiced concerns about the notes in the _____________Bible. Why?
n	He believed the notes interfered with the ____________right of kings to rule.
A Quick History Behind the KJV
n	The work on the new translation was divided among _________-renowned translators from the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Westminister
n	These were divided into _______teams, each responsible for a section of the OT and NT and the ___________________
The other teams
n	carefully __________________the work of the other teams and a final editing was done by two ______________from each team.
The King James Bible’s Popularity
n	It took over ___________years for the KJV to overcome the  Geneva Bible in popularity
n	Once done, though, it has been the Bible of the people for over _________years
Guidelines for The KJV translation:
n	1. The _________________Bible was to provide overall direction for the translation
n	2. ______________names were to be translated according to popular usage in the 17th century
n	3. Marginal notes used only when necessary to clarify the Greek and Hebrew words or to point out parallel texts (the lack of ________________notes was to make it agreeable for all)
More Guidelines for the KJV
n	4. Distinctive _________would set off any additional words thought necessary to complete a thought
n	5. Chapter and ____________divisions would remain the same
n	It was dedicated to __________in 1611 and published in its entirety
Strengths of the KJV
n	1. The translators were able to capture the _______________of the English language in their translation
n	2. They were able to use the vitality and energy of English _____________in the process of translation--especially when read aloud--aided its popularity and endurance
n	3. They produced an excellent translation with the limited __________they had available
Strengths of the KJV
n	4. They amazingly produced an excellent translation of the ____________texts
Limitations of the KJV
n	1. Translations of some Hebrew words---they had limited resources and had to ____________on the meaning of some words.  We now have many additional mss to aid us…this is not a negative critique, but an acknowledgement that we have more mss available.
n	2. The changes of ________________of words from the 17th century to our century
Limitations of the KJV
n	3. For some the most critical problem involves the use of the ___________behind the translation
n	two approaches to textual criticism can be followed:
n	a) the one with the _____________copies wins or
n	b) the use of the genealogical or family background and ______________of them to form an eclectic text.
The Reality
n	is that in some places it appears the texts used by the __________translators were not as accurate as what we have available today.
n	This puts some passages into question as to the ________________of translation 
Revisions
n	In __________the Church of England authorized a revision of the KJV
n	Again __________scholars were appointed (mostly Anglican), but included some Baptists, Congregationalists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and one Uniterian.
n	They were divided into two companies equally for the revision of the ___________testaments.
The 1870 Revisions
n	The revisers were told to make as few changes as possible to maintain the _______________of the original translation.
n	In addition, American scholars were invited to participate, by correspondence, and only after agreeing to not make an American translation for __________years after the British edition was published.
The Changes of the 1870 Revision
n	The work was pedantically and carefully done
n	______________changes were made
n	over _____________made because of better Greek texts
n	The NT was published in ______________with great enthusiasm
n	In ____________the complete NT and OT was published 
The 1901 American Revised Version
n	appeared, popularly known as the _______________Standard Version (of the Revised Version)
n	This removed many archaisms and antiquated expressions, 
n	replaced a large number of _______________words, and
n	substituted American English expressions for words or expressions peculiarly British
The Most Criticized Change
n	Was the use of “____________” instead of “___________” or “GOD” as in the KJV
Other Changes
n	It was completely reparagraphed with different titles and________________.
n	Marginal readings were reduced by _______% and the Apocrypha was removed.
It’s Reception
n	Was greater in America than in______________. It was adopted almost immediately by the Presbyterian Church to replace the___________.
Critics:
n	Protestant Episcopal Church in _____________rejected the proposal to use the American Standard Version
n	A Methodist preacher, E. W.________________, objected to the uniform translation of “to baptize” with the Greek word baptizo. 
n	C. E. W. Dobbs pointed out the the Holy Spirit in Acts 8:16 was called an “______”.
Evaluation
n	An improvement of the Revised Version in that it relied on the Codex _______________and_________________, yet some better mss have been found since then.
The OT
n	Is derived mainly from the __________________Text but relied on the LXX in passages that were unclear.
n	It divided the text into paragraphs and used one word in English for the equivalent of a word in ________________or Hebrew.
It’s Greek Translations of Verbs
n	Is quite good for those who wish to work back to the _____________Greek
If suffered From Archaic Wording
n	“_______________” in Exod 9:10
n	“caul” in Lev 3:4
n	“emerods” in Dt 28:27
Final Evaluation:
n	The RSV was not the ___________word in translations. It lacked some of our more recent _________________finds and knowledge of customs.


